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SANTA SACKS
Printed santa sacks add magic and 

anticipation to Christmas year after 

year. Personalise the sack with edge to 

edge printing. No minimum order.

NEW

A  Small from £12.53 each  WMUKCHRI

B  Medium from £17.14 each  WMUKCHR1

C  Large from £27.26  WMUKCHR2
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STOCKINGS, BAUBLES 
& SNOWDOMES

A  STOCKINGS  These bespoke printed stockings can be covered top-
to-toe in full colour graphics. Available in red or white, with full 
colour print and no minimum order.  200mm x 500mm 
from £8.29 each  WMUKCHR3

B  BAUBLES  Our clear baubles include an 80mm diameter graphic 
insert printed both sides and come with a silver string for hanging  
from £2.70 each   WMAVBAUB

C  SNOWDOMES  Filled with a snow and glitter mix for a magical 
touch. Customised with a 62mm x 70mm internal graphic printed 
both sides  from £4.62 each  WMAVSNOW

NEW

C
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 Dreaming beyond misted window, snow starts to fall 
Reminiscing his first job, when he was ever so small 

Mounting creaky delivery bike, bell a jingling
Breath frozen, little icy fingers a tingling 

Up through the kissing gate, high on the hill 
Pedalling and puffing in deep winter chill 

Last drop for Ma Parker, third time this week 
Door opens, slams, why doesn’t she ever speak? 

Head droops low, lip quivers in fading light  
He grasps a card, handwritten late last night

She hears letterbox swing, watches him leave 
Opens the envelope, astonished to receive

It’s a heart-felt thanks for custom all year 
“Oh…”, deep remorse, eye forming a tear
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To the eve of Christmas our tale now goes 
He’s climbing the hill, icicles biting his nose

But what’s this at Ma Parker’s, dusted in snow? 
A parcel, his name tagged, he fumbles the bow

Frigid digits carefully peel back the wrap 
A gift from her! Gloves, scarf and cap...

“Yikes!” vibrating phone abruptly breaks his gaze 
Rudely transported back to present days 

But that momentary flashback reminds him hence 
Saying “thank you” just makes business sense

“Oh, hello Mrs Parker!” a smile forms as he says 
“How’s my very best customer doing today?”
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GIFT WRAP
Would you like it gift-wrapped? Lovely. Let our 

branded gift wrap add the ultimate personal 

touch to any package. Printed in fabulous full 

colour and available in these sizes.

RIBBON
Our printed satin ribbon is perfect for gift wrapping, 

adding a personalised and luxurious finishing touch! 

A remarkable must-have for the Christmas season. 

Printed both sides and available in 15mm and 25mm 

widths in lengths of 10m, 25m, 50m & 100m.

NEW

A  15mm  from 41p per metre  NKA1SAT7

B  25mm  from 62p per metre   NKA1SAT8

1m ROLL  from £23 each  IGWP1M

3m ROLL  £31 each  IGWP3M

5m ROLL  from £39 each  IGWP5M
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DOMED STICKERS
Eye-catching stickers with substance. These domed 

epoxy clear resin stickers can be printed full colour 

and have a sophisticated 3D effect.

BUTTON BADGES
Let your brand be bright as a button with these new 

button badges. Lapels, pockets, bags, hats and scarves 

nationwide will be brimming with excitement.

F  38mm BUTTON BADGES  from 14p each  NKA1BUT1 

G  55mm BUTTON BADGES  from 17p each  NKA1BUT3

H  75mm BUTTON BADGES  from 29p each  NKA1BUT5

A  25 x 25mm CIRCLE  from 47p each  WMCLDOM2

B  40 x 25mm RECTANGLE   from £1.17 each  WMCLDOM7

C  25 x 25mm SQUARE  from 47p each  WMCLDOM1

D  25 x 25mm DECAGON   from 47p each  WMCLDOM4

E  40 x 25mm OVAL  from £1.17 each  WMCLDOM9
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Choose one of our festive pre-designed masks or let us create something entirely for you.

Santa Claus
Rudolph

Mrs. Claus

Elf Snowman

A

A

A

A

£6.36
FROM

EACH



BRANDED 
FACE MASKS
Continue to stop the spread this winter. Wearing a face 

mask helps to reduce the distance that virus-carrying 

droplets can travel. Our masks are not medical grade. 

So you don’t need to worry about competing with care 

homes or the NHS for supply. Choose your style of face 

masks to match your branding, or have festive fun with 

novelty Christmas designs.

B C D

A  PREMIUM FACE MASKS  Mix and match your 
own designs  5 from £34  MASKS5C

B  LUXURY FACE MASKS  Two layers, with 100% 
cotton inner and filter holder  5 from £45  MASKSL5 

C  REGULAR FACE MASKS  A lightweight single 
layered face mask, beautifully printed on gentle 
polyester fabric.  
Adult and child sizes  25 from £129  MASKSBC

D  BLACK FOAM MASKS 
Simple, unprinted black masks are our 
lowest cost option, one size 
10 from £20  £25.00  MASKSF10 11



SOCKS  95% Polyester/ 5% Lycra 
from £11.58 per pair  WMUKPERS

SOCKS
Looking to treat your staff or customer's 

feet? Get your brand travelling in style 

with these unisex personalised socks. 

Available in 3 sizes, printed edge to edge 

with a black toe and heel.

NEW
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TIES 
These dapper dye-sublimated printed silk 

ties are a stylish accessory for any school, 

business or team uniform. Also perfect for 

special events, they make great gifts too. 

Printed full colour one side with a white 

reverse. No minimum order.

From £9.85 each  WMUKSILK

NEW
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UMBRELLAS
No one likes a soggy client! We can’t always count 

on the sun to make an appearance but we can be 

prepared. Keep guests dry with custom branded 

umbrellas showcasing your logo.

UMBRELLAS  60” umbrellas with alternating 
colour block panels followed by a white panel to print 
your logo or graphic. Available in black, red, dark blue 
light blue or green  from £17.43 each  WMUKGOLF

NEW
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WRIST BANDS 
Our 1” Wristbands are a great way to keep 

admission to events safe and secure with 

a personalised touch. All are extremely 

tough and water-resistant. We have 3 

versions to choose from. Mix and match 

for different admission tiers.

A  PRINTED STOCK TYVEK WRISTBANDS 
Printed in black ink. Choose from 11 bright base colours  
from 3p each  WMAPPRIN

B  PRINTED BLACK PAPER WRISTBANDS 
Black base colour wristbands can be printed with white 
or full colour  from 6p each  WMAPPRI1

C  FULL COLOUR PRINTED PAPER WRISTBANDS  
Printed full colour one side with a white reverse 
from 6p each  WMAPFULL

D  SEQUENTIAL NUMBERING  All wristbands come 
sequentially numbered as standard

15
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LAPTOP SLEEVES
Fully personalised with any full colour 

design on the front, these printed neoprene 

laptop sleeves are perfect for colleagues and 

customers alike. The water-resistant and 

durable case has dual zips for easy access. 

Supplied with a black back. Available in 3 sizes.

A  10inch  from £9.46 each  WMUKNEOP

B  13inch  from £11.04 each  WMUKNEO1

C  15inch  from £13.33  WMUKNEO2

NEW
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from £4.28 each  WMUKMOUS

MOUSE 
MATS
Our 3mm thick rubber mouse 

mats can be customised with 

images, logos or photos. The 

mouse mat is printed full 

colour and is heat-set to prevent 

colour runs and fades meaning 

it can be wiped clean with a 

damp cloth. 235 x 196mm.

NEW

18



CHARGING PADS
Wireless charging pads make a cool gadget giveaway. 

They offer a 55 x 55mm full colour print area for your brand 

or logo and allow you to charge your smartphone wirelessly.

Simply connect the device to your computer and place your 

smartphone on the pad for a hassle-free charge. The pad also 

has 2 USB outputs to create a USB hub. Phone model must 

support wireless charging. 

NEW

from £6.16 each  WMVIWIRE 19



POWER BANKS
Our branded power banks have a 

2000 mAh battery capacity and can be 

charged in around 2 hours via the USB 

cable included. The LED indicator allows 

you to see the charging process. They can 

be personalised with full colour print on 

one side in an 80 x 18mm print area.

From £5.36 each  WMVIPOWE

NEW



From £10.13 each  WMVIBLUE

WIRELESS EARBUDS
Our wireless Bluetooth earbuds enable you to promote your 

brand in a modern and fun way whilst the user gets to listen 

to their favourite music on the go! The charging case allows 

a 30 x 30mm full colour digital print area for personalisation. 

Bluetooth connectivity means no frustrating cables.

NEW
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USB STICKS
Give your clients the gift of data storage 

with printed USB sticks. We can 

optionally pre-load upto 1Gb of data onto 

your sticks. 

Printed in full colour with 18 body 

colours to choose from.

NEW

from £1.94 each  NKA1USBB
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A  BROADSHEET NEWSPAPERS 
500 x 350mm  from 76p each  WMSHBROA

B  TABLOID NEWSPAPERS 
376 x 289mm  from 56p each  WMSHTABL

NEWSPAPERS
Roll up, roll up, read all about it. These digitally printed 

newspapers are sure to be page-turners. Available in 

Tabloid or Broadsheet size, with a minimum order of 

just 10, they’re sure to make the headlines.

NEW
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A  25mm LANYARDS  from 59p each  NKA1LAN5

B  20mm LANYARDS  from 49p each  NKA1LAN3

C  15mm LANYARDS  from 42p each  NKA1LANY

C

B

B

A

A C

LANYARDS
Add some whoosh to your Zoom. Some wow 

to your workwear. Or give away branded 

lanyards as corporate gifts. Printed both 

sides in fabulous full colour.

Lanyard card holders also available

NEW
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A  12 x 12mm  from £15.24 each  WMCLSEL3

B  38 x 38mm  not pictured  from £27.37 each  WMCLSEL1

C  50 x 30mm  from £26.55 each  WMCLSELF

D  58 x 22mm  not pictured  from £26.74 each  WMCLSEL4

E  50mm CIRCLE  black ink only  from £31.27 each  WMCLSEL2

C

C

SELF INKING STAMPS
Save time on repetitive office tasks or add a professional finishing 

touch to your documents, with custom self inking stamps.

Our stamps come with a black ink pad as standard or 

upgrade to blue, green and red ink at checkout. 

Available in the following sizes:

NEW
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COASTER SET (PACK OF 4)  

D  Square  90 x 90mm 
 from £9.13 per pack  WMUKSQUA

E  Circle  90 x 90mm 
 from £8.25 per pack  WMUKCOAS

A  SMALL  230 x 190mm  from £7.98 each  WMUKPLAC

B  MEDIUM  260 x 200mm  from £10.75 each  WMUKPLA1

C  LARGE  320 x 230mm  from £11.73 each  WMUKPLA2

PLACEMATS
Our heat-resistant wooden hardboard 

placemats are finished with a high gloss 

to ensure the print is protected.

NEW

COASTERS
Our heat-resistent hardwood coaster 

sets are a cost effective way to be 

seen. Design each coaster to be 

different, or get a matching set.

D
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A
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MAGNETS  76 x 58mm 
from £4.33 each  WMUKREC2

NEWMAGNETS
New hardwood premium magnets with a 

wipeable high-gloss finish for sticky brand 

awareness with magnetic attraction. Keep 

your contact details on their fridge.

B  WHITE CERAMIC MUG 
from £2.74 each  WMUKCERA

A

MUGS
Literally get your logo in their face with branded drinkware. 

A great giveaway to clients or for your own workplace. 

NEW
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TRAVEL MUGS
Branded drinkware making an impact on 

the desk or on the go. 

A  CERAMIC TRAVEL MUG  Double insulated ceramic mug, 
printed in full colour on a white base. White silicone lid. 
285ml Capacity  from £9.56 each  WMUKCER1

B  STAINLESS STEEL TRAVEL MUG  White stainless steel 
travel mug with full colour printable area. Black handle, 
base and lid  from £11.04 each  WMUKSTAI
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SPORTS BOTTLES 

A  Silver  170(h) x 65mm(d) 
from £7.96 each  WMUKSPOR

B  White  170(h) x 65mm(d) 
 from £7.96 each  WMUKSPOR

A

A

NEW NEW

B

SPORTS BOTTLES
Water good idea! Our full 

colour branded sports 

bottles are a neat branded 

gift to keep your team or 

clients hydrated 

on the go. 

CAMPING MUGS
Get your logo sat on every desk, in every meeting 

and making an appearance on the morning 

commute with branded drinkware.

A  CAMPING MUGS 
from £7.92 each  WMUKCAMP
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KEYRINGS
Our clear acrylic keyrings have a split metal ring and 

include a full colour graphic insert printed both sides. 

The perfect giveaway for keeping your details handy.

NEW

A  REGULAR  35 x 45mm graphic  from 61p each  WMAVACR2

B  LARGE  45 x 70mm graphic  from 75p each  WMAVACRY

C  BOTTLE OPENER  35 x 45mm graphic  from 88p each  WMAVACR430
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AIR 
FRESHENERS
Smell is our most powerful sense. It instantly 

connects memories. Associate your brand with 

a fragrance and make people feel good.

Choose from these tantalising scents: 
Apple, Clean & Fresh, Clean Car, Cof fee, Cool Water, 

Cotton Flower, Cranberry, Cut Grass, Eagle, Mint, Fruits 

of the Forest, Ice Noir, Oriental Night, Rain Forest, Sport, 

Spring Water, Strawberry, Vanilla, Very Berry and Zodiac.

Order a sample scent  from £1.50 
including delivery with code  WMMSFRAG

A  CIRCLE  from 25p each  WMMSCIR1

B  OVAL  from 25p each  WMMSAIR4

C  PORTRAIT RECTANGLE  from 25p each  WMMSAIR3

D  CUSTOM SHAPE  from 25p each  WMMSAIR6

E  LANDSCAPE RECTANGLE  from 25p each  WMMSAIRF

F  SQUARE  from 25p each  WMMSSQUA

A F
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A  LARGE CHECK-IN SUITCASE 
78 x 52 x 28cm 
from £106.55 each  WMPELARG 

B  MEDIUM SUITCASE 
68 x 42 x 25cm 
from £96.49 each  WMPEMEDI

C  OVERNIGHT BUSINESS 
CARRY-ON SUITCASE  

39 x 47 x 22cm 
from £88.67 each  WMPEOVER

D  CABIN CARRY-ON 
SUITCASE 

58 x 34 x 23cm 
from £88.67 each 
WMPECABI

A

B

C

D

SUITCASES
Look like a business that’s going places with 

suitcases and travel bags, printed entirely in 

your brand. Add logos or full colour images on 

both sides. 4 sizes to choose from, each with a 

2 year warranty.

NEW
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A  FACE TOWEL  300 x 500mm  from £3.81 each  WMUKTOWE

B  HAND TOWEL  500 x 1000mm  from £7.96 each  WMUKTOW1

C  POOL TOWEL  700 x 1400mm  from £14.11 each  WMUKTOW2

TOWELS
Custom printed promotional towels make a fun 

and innovative gift for clients or colleagues. 

Printed full colour edge to edge. Heat-set to ensure 

colour protection and can be washed at 30 degrees.  

NEW
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CUSHIONS

A  40cm CUSHION 
from £13.32 each  WMUKSMOO 

B  60cm CUSHION 
from £22.13 each  WMUKSMO1

B

B

NEW

A

A

Plump comfy cushions for pampered 

posteriors. Luxurious and smooth 

linen fabric, available in two sizes. 

Every inch of the design is fully 

customisable to match your brand.



CHRISTMAS TABLES

A  MOJITO  Pop up cocktail table  from £275  FDSRIOFC

B  BELLINI  Flip cocktail table  from £189  FDSVENFC

C  GUINEVERE  Loose tablecloth for 6 foot table  from £89  FDTCGU6 

D  ARTHUR 5  5 foot fitted tablecloth  from £109  FDTCAR5

E  ARTHUR 6  6 foot fitted tablecloth  from £119  FDTCAR6

F  ARTHUR JUNIOR  Table runner  from £59  FDTRARJ

G  MARGARITA  Fabric folding table  from £189  FDSMEXFC

BA

G

C

F

D
E
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FESTIVE DISPLAY STANDS
Our Stage and Curve range of fabric displays make great room 

dividers, backdrops or welcoming feature walls. Freestanding, 

portable, easy to assemble and machine-washable. When exhibitions 

and events re-open, just buy a replacement cover and you’ve got a  

ready-to-go backdrop. All stands come complete with carry bag.

A  STAGE 46  Our widest straight display – a full 4.6m across  £674 each  FDSSA0FC

B  STAGE 18  2.3m high by 1.8m wide and a super small footprint  £313 each  FDSCH0FC

C  STAGE 30  3m wide straight stand with same 2.3m height  £425 each  FDSNY0FC

D  CURVE 30  Elegant 3m width and 2.3m height looks stunning  £394 each  FDSRO0FC

E  CURVE 24  Guide people towards a different area with gentle 2.5m wide curve  £334 each  FDSBL0FC

E
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GAZEBOS
We might be spending more time outdoors this winter. Shelter 

under our branded Gazebos. They make a great christmas stall, 

collection point or Santa’s grotto!

Choose from three sizes, then pick your canopy. Lowest cost is 

black from £291, with optional printed pelmet from £346. Or 

fully print the whole canopy, top and pelmets. Then add sides 

- either half height or full height. Each can be printed one side 

or both sides.

A  VICEROY  3m Square 3 x 3m gazebo shown with black canopy and 
printed front pelmet  from £346 each  FDSDELFC

B  FULL HEIGHT WALL  Add optional full-height walls, which attach 
to the frame with velcro straps (included)  from £189 each  FDSGZBBW

C  HALF HEIGHT WALL  Or add half-height walls, which attach to 
the sides with a clip-on aluminium bar (included) 
from £154 each  FDSGZBWH

D  MARQUIS 4.5m  Fully printed canopy on 3 x 4.5m frame, shown 
with full height walls (optional extra)  from £905 each  FDSGZ4FC

E  MARQUIS 6m  Our widest gazebo is 3 x 6m, shown here with fully 
printed canopy and full height back wall (optional extra) 
from £1146 each  FDSGZ6FC

A

B

C

D 3x4.5m

3x6mE
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A  DESKTOP  Stick on counters – 300(w) x 650(h)mm with base included  £170.10 each  IGHSSC30

B  FLOOR 6  Free-standing 600(w) x 1500(h)mm sign with base  £243.90 each  IGHSSF60

C  WALL Fix the back 300(w) x 650(h)mm panel to a wall  £129.60 each  IGHSSW30

SANITISERS
Design to suit your brand or choose from ready-made artwork. Each includes 

a refillable, automatic hand sanitiser. One litre containter (included) can 

be refilled with hand gel (not included). Powered by 4x C-sized batteries (not 

included). At this time of the year, why not get lightly scented gels to go in your 

sanitiser units. Cinnamon, anyone?

38
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SAFETY SELECTION
Continue to be Covid-secure this Christmas.  

Browse our full range online: 

www.expressprintdirect.co.uk/covid-19-essentials

A  FLAGS  from £79 each

B  CAFE BARRIERS  from £225 each

C  FLOOR STICKERS  from £18.90 each

D  SNEEZE GUARDS  from £36 each

E  POSTERS  from £15.30 each

A

B
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CALENDARS
Behavioural boffins agree, despite online calendars being 

a way of life, people love to write stuff down. Visually 

plan it all out. Take it all in. Plus, studies show such 

activity helps mindfulness and memory.

No matter your budget, calendars are an effective way 

to give a branded gift that lasts a whole year. Here’s our 

most popular sellers – fancy something else? Just ask.A  CASE CARD CALENDARS 

In two sizes complete with acrylic 
case and 14 separate cards  
250 from £319.50  ZCASSM0

B  TENT CARD CALENDARS 
Excellent for calendars, essential phone 
numbers, and all the amazing ideas you 
can think of  250 from £113.40  ZTENTM0

C  14 MONTH 

CALENDARS  Up in 
December this year and 
they’ll stay up until 
January two years later! 
That’s 14 months 
of advertising 
250 from £308.70  Z14C5SLT

40
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D  A5 WIRO DESK CALENDAR 
Give your customers a tangible way to organise their 
time, with branded wire-o-bound Desk Calendars 
from £1.29 each  WMFPDESK

E  A4 WIRO WALL CALENDAR 
Silk paper wire-o-bound with a hole drilled at the top for 
hanging. 12 months to view plus front and rear covers  
from £2.37 each  WMFPWIRE

 Also available in A3 size  from £3.94 each  WMFPWIR1

NEW

NEW
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NOTEPADS
A rather notable promotional gift, sat proudly on a client’s 

desk. Add a calendar to the page to make me super useful. 

Printed on extra white bond paper and glued. 

50 leaves per pad.

A5  20 pads from £93.60  NPA50

A4  20 pads from £107.10  NPA40

A3  20 pads from £165.60  NPA30

WALLPLANNERS
How much would you pay to advertise your business 

on a customer’s wall for a whole year? With a display 

the size of a plasma TV. What if you could do it for 

less than 50p per customer? What?! Wallplanners 

can do just that.

A3  250 from £122.40  ZWPA3

Large A2  250 from £158.40  ZWPA2

Super A1 “Big Boy”  250 from £277.20  ZWPA1



Yeh, we get asked that a lot.

Of course they do.

Granted, you probably got fewer Christmas 
Cards last year than in 1999.  

But think about one you did get. 

Did you open it and think 
“They shouldn’t have bothered”?

Did you baubles.

You thought “ah, cute”. 
Or “ha! that made me smile” 
or “oh yeh, I was meaning to get 
back in touch with them.”

They say some things are best left unsaid.

But “thank you” isn’t one of them.

DO PEOPLE STILL SEND 
CHRISTMAS CARDS?

43



EDIT&GO 
CHRISTMAS 
CARDS
Upload your own artwork, ask us to design 

something on-brand, or choose a 

ready-made design. We have hundreds of 

designs available to personalise online.

www.expressprintdirect.co.uk



CHRISTMAS CARDS
We’ve made it even more affordable to say thanks and 

spread some festive cheer. Fast&Festive Christmas Cards are 

printed digitally onto 350gsm silk art and supplied pre-

folded. Or for larger quantities, Premium Silk cards are an 

even thicker alternative and supplied f lat, ready for folding. 

Envelopes available for just 5p each. 

DELIVERY 
INCLUDED

FAST&FESTIVE £5 OFF PREMIUM SILK £20 OFF

25 50 100 250 500 1,000
A5 folds to A6

full colour one side DICCA50 £47 £52 £50 £55 £56 £61 - - -

full colour both sides DICCA54 £52 £57 £57 £62 £67 £72 ZCSLKA5? £93.40 £113.40 £95.20 £115.20 £121.30 £141.30

A4 folds to A5
full colour one side DICCA40 £50 £55 £56 £61 £68 £73 - - -

full colour both sides DICCA44 £57 £62 £67 £72 £88 £93 ZCSLKA4? £170.80 £190.80 £209.50 £229.50 £303.10 £323.10

350gsm silk artboard  |  full process 

colour one side or both sides 

pre-folded  |  envelopes optional extra

400gsm silk artboard  |  full process colour both sides 

creased in half  |  supplied flat  |  envelopes optional extra

best price above in 10 working days – available in 3 working days, check prices online

A

B

Get in
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C  WINDOPOP  A simple shape cut-out from the 
front panel reveals part of your design inside  
125 from £68.20 £88.20  ZCWPA5  

D  STARMARQUE  Add sparkle with spot 
gloss highlights on the front panel 
125 from £98.80 £118.80  ZCSTMA6

E  SMOOTHWOVE  An uncoated finish, 
looks classic and understated 
– now thicker 350gsm board 
125 from £43.90 £63.90  ZCSMWA6

F  OPULEAF  Copper, gold or silver foil 
highlights on the front for a festive look 
250 from £360.70 £380.70  ZCOL?A6

G  VOUCHER CARD  Add an extra tear-off  
third voucher or discount panel to make 
your cards work harder 
125 from £123.10 £143.10  ZVCSSM

C

G

E

D

MORE COOL FINISHES
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GIANT CHRISTMAS CARDS 
from £53.10 each  IGCXCL15

GIANT CHRISTMAS CARDS
What a whopper! eCards can only dream of having this much impact. 

Give your best clients a massive thank you this year with an enormous 

Giant Card. When January comes, your customers won’t be forgetting 

this card in a hurry! 

Printed on a freestanding, lightweight f luted Correx board 

with a dry-wipe laminate finish.

NEW
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CUT-OUT FIGURES
Our Cut-out Figures are great for engaging 

point-of-sale. Welcome visitors to your store, expo 

stand or office with a life-sized cut-out person or 

creature. Or make a freestanding display with  

words and pictures.

Get any design you like, cut to shape, from as little 

as one square metre. Just remember to keep the 

bottom f lat.

B

C

A  CHOOSE from 5mm Foamcore or 10mm Reboard. 
Full colour one side with slot-in stand.

B  5MM FOAMCORE  Total area 1 x 2m, cut to shape 
from £77.40 each  Code IGCOFV12

C  10MM REBOARD  Thicker corrugated board, 1 x 2m 
and shaped  from £111.60 each  Code IGCOFX12

D  FIGURE REAR  The back of each display has slots 
and a triangular f loor stand in matching board 

DA
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A  PREMIUM CANVAS FRAMES 
38mm frame, 350gsm canvas  from £24.70 each  LFPPC? 
Budget Canvas Frames also available from £19.80 each

B  MONO MATT BLACK FRAME  25mm  from £35.10 each  IGFPMB?

C  BURLINGTON OLD GOLD FRAME  68mm  from £59.40 each  IGFPBG?

FRAMED PRINTS
Framed prints make beautifully 

elegant gifts for the home or office.

Choose from fancy framed prints 

or minimalist box-frame canvases 

for a memorable gift idea to match 

every budget.

Just like traditional picture frames, 

with board back, custom printed 

insert and acrylic front. 

With a dozen different frame styles 

to choose from including gold and 
black. See the full range online.

C
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A
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GET FOUND
63% of marketers are investing more 
in search engine optimisation. Why? 
Because 20 billion searches happen 
every day. More people are searching 
and more people are buying 
online. We’re helping hundreds of 
businesses climb rankings every day. 
Our business SEO packages start at 
£300 per month. Wonder how your 
site is performing? Get a free, no-
obligation audit at 
www.epcreative.co.uk/services/seo-audit/

ECOMMERCE
People staying indoors got used to 
a new way to shop. Online. It was 
big before. It’s imperative now. 
Are you ready to receive your share 
of online sales? Keep the trade routes 
open to more customers with an 
eCommerce site. It might cost less 
than you expect to get started and 
we can teach you how to update your 
products yourself.

CLICK & COLLECT
Reduce unnecessary in-store time 
and face-to-face contact with ‘Click 
& Collect’. Have customers browse 
from the comfort of their couch, 
pay online and pick up from your 
collection point. Set rules like how 
many orders you can handle at a 
time and lock slots when you’re too 
busy. Even sync your online store 
with your physical stock levels.
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DELIVERY
Don’t come to us, we’ll come to 
you. Deliveries were one of the first 
things to soar as lockdown measures 
commenced. As restrictions get 
tighter, demand is not going to 
disappear. Scheduling deliveries and 
collections can ease pressure and 
avoid crowding. Ask about adding 
delivery functionality to your website.

BOOKINGS
Some businesses are being asked to 
limit the number of people on the 
premises at any one time. That could 
make no appointment necessary a thing 
of the past. Clever booking systems 
for all industries will be popping up 
in their place. Need to integrate with 
your existing reservation system? 
Just let us know what you’re using.

GET HELP
You don’t need to travel to see us. 
To talk about anything in this 
catalogue please call 020 8567 8727 
or visit www.expressprint.co.uk 
Arrange a video callback for later 
and we’ll give you a free consultation. 
We’d be delighted to make your 
acquaintance.
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DELIVERY INCLUDED

call us 
020 8567 8727
order at 
www.expressprintdirect.co.uk

The small print: Prices shown include delivery to one UK mainland address. 
They exclude VAT and design. Unless stated, prices shown are for standby 
service. Faster turnaround upgrades are available – ask for a price. 
See full product specifications online. Price point may not represent products 
in photos. Participating studios only.

Orders must be approved by 6pm, 23rd December 2020

BRANDED GIVEAWAYS
CALENDARS 
CHRISTMAS CARDS
DECORATIONS
FESTIVE GIFT WRAP
GEEK CHIC 
PERSONALISED GIFTS 
SACKS & STOCKINGS
SEASONAL SPACES
TRAVEL ITEMS 
& SO MUCH MORE...

DING DONG MERRILY ON HIGH
New festive treats we bringing

       of Harrow Web Studio  




